
Receipt for Reservation

A non-refundable deposit of _______ is received on _________ time frame ______
Gender preference of M / F Color  __________________ Coat Length Long / Short
Parent preference, Mother:_________________________ Father:_____________
Notes _____________________________________________________________

Name __________________________________________________________
Address_________________________________________________________
Phone__________________________________________________________
Email___________________________________________________________

- Prices of puppies range from $1500.00 (unregistered litters) and go up to $2800 depending on a 
number of variables, including the breeding pair, sex of puppy, choice of litter, if the litter was 
surgically inseminated, if semen had to be shipped from another source and needed vet care for a 
particular pregnancy/litter. Proven litters from repeated breeding pairs also have some influence on 
the price.

- Deposits are as follows: The deposit is to reserve a puppy prior to birth. As deposits are taken for a 
litter each person is given a number in the order they will be allowed to select their puppy. Once the 
litter is ready to have selections made we will contact #1 by email and a text (make sure you keep your
information with us current) and give 24 hours to make their selection. If no selection is made they 
forfeit their position to get #1 pick. Each person with a deposit on a given litter will be contacted in 
order and given the same time/guidelines. Up to 6 deposits are taken per litter with back up deposits 
(you will know upfront if you have a primary or back up deposit). Deposits are NOT refundable but can
be changed over to different litters if needed or requested, up to 2 weeks before the scheduled 
delivery of the puppy.

- Puppies must be paid for in full by 8 weeks of age when they are ready to go home. We do have each 
puppy go through a thorough health exam including a fecal exam before going home. After the exam, 
each family is contacted with the results.

- Military and law enforcement (current or past as long as an ID can be used to verify status) receive a 
$100 Hero discount on all our available dogs and puppies. Additional "hero discount" possibilities may
be able to get a $100 discount so feel free to ask about this.

Purchaser signature____________________         Seller signature________________________

Abbott’s German Shepherds
50956 W. ValVista, Maricopa, Az 85139

602.618.1854
agsdogs_7@msn.com

www.agsdogs.com
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